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STUDENT GO VERN MENT
U SF ST. PETERSBURG

Dear USF St. Petersburg Students:
1 would like to take this opportunity to welcome you to USF St. Petersburg---a campus that is
unique in the State University System. We are one of the largest regional upper division campuses
in the state, serving juniors, seniors and graduate students numbering almost 3000. We are
fortunate to have a low student/ teacher ratio.
Our location, which is along Bayboro Harbor, allows students to enjoy a scenic waterfront view in
a serene, quiet atmosphere conducive to learning and study. Yet we are located right in the midst
of one of the nation's fastest growing areas close to 1-275.
The Salvador Dali Museum, the Bayfront Center, the Florida Suncoast Dome, the St. Petersburg
Little Theater, the Pier, the Poynter Institute and the St. Petersburg Historical Museum all are within
close proximity of the Campus and very often offer student discounts, which can be obtained in
our Student Activities Office.
Five colleges offer a total of 25 degrees here, as well as courses in support of other programs.
Our campus offers several services to ensure that those who choose to attend USF St. Petersburg
are given every opportunity to experience virtually every facet of college life. Financial aid,
academic advising, free legal aid and personal counseling are just a few of those services.
Students wishing to find direction toward a career goal are urged to visit our Career Resource
Development Center.
Student wishing to become part of the campus community are encouraged to join any of the clubs
and organizations described in the Handbook. Involvement in these organizations will broaden
your college experience through making friends, implementing worthwhile projects and
developing leadership and interpersonal skills.
USF St. Petersburg offers students free recreational and sports programs that include an oncampus swimming pool, sailboat check-outs, Nautilus fitness center, volleyball, and basketball
facilities. We also have a number of organized sports teams that include basketball, softball and
soccer.
Students also are invited to become a member of USF St. Petersburg Student Government, which
is recognized as the representative organization of the student body in major decision-making
matters concerning students' rights and activities on campus.
Like the City of St. Petersburg, our campus is growing at a remarkable rate. It is my hope that
you, too, will find personal growth through your experiences here at USF.

~ML-- b _ @,1-;-y
Frank D. Reinhart, Jr.
Student Body President - USF St. Petersburg
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A WORD ABOUT YOUR STUDENT HANDBOOK••..••..

This HANDBOOK is designed to
. offer you a short "tour'' of USF St. Petersburg
. introduce you to the staff, faculty and students who stand
ready to assist you in every way possible
. acquaint you with the campus services available to you
and the programs and activities that await your
participation and involvement
. give you a brief overview of USF St. Petersburg's student,
academic and administrative policies
. provide you with answers to questions that most commonly
arise as students engage in curricular, extra-curricular and
co-curricular activities at USF St. Petersburg.
The STUDENT HANDBOOK is, by definition, exactly that: a book capable of
being conveniently carried as a ready reference. It should be used in
conjunction with---not as a substitute for---the USF catalog. A careful
reading of and periodic referral to both the HANDBOOK and the catalog
should .minimize any confusion or misunderstanding you may encounter, and
help you to realize your expectations and get the most out of campus life at
USF St. Petersburg bo~h in and out of the classroom.
If you have questions or concerns that are not addressed in this HANDBOOK,
call or stop by the Office of Student Affairs (893-9162, DAV 118). If the

answer 'is not at our fingertips, we will do our best to find the answer for you
or to point you in the right direction.
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CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENTS
Due to a number of factors (last-minute changes in the sched~le, cancellation or
addition of sections, unusually heavy or light enrollments in certain courses, etc.)
classroom assignments are not made until the last possible moment at the
beginning of each term.

Classroom assignments are posted in seven strategic locations:
(1) on the wall to the left of the Cashier's Office (DA V 129);
(2) on the large glassed-in bulletin board just outside the south entrance to DA V 107;
(3) in the window on the north side of DA V 107, facing out;
(4) at the entrance to the second floor of Coquina Hall (COQ);
(5) at the top of the stairs leading from DAV 107 to the second floor;
(6) outside the Computer Center (DA V 251);
(7) in the lobby of "B" Building.
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS
140 SEVENTH AVENUE SOUTH
ST.PETERSBURG,FL 33701
(813) 893-+ (4 DIGITS)

SUNCOM 545 - ( + 4 DIGITS)
FAX (Library) 893-9610

Tampa Campus

Sarasota Campus
5700 Tamiami Trall
Sarasota, FL 34243-2197
(813) 359-4200
SUNCOM, 546-( +4 digits)

4202 Fowler Avenue
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-2011
SUNCOM 574-2011 ·
Fort Myers Campus
College Parkway
Ft. Myers, FL 33919

Lakeland Center
3433 Winter Lake Road
Lakeland, FL 33803
(813) 688-1221
SUNCOM 574-4720

(813) 489-9500
SUNCOM 723-9500

CAMPUS EMERGENCY NUMBERS
FIRE •••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9140

POLICE•••••...•.....•.••....•••••.•••••.9140
.AMBULAN'CE••.••••••

I ••••••••••••••••

9140

INTERCAMPUS DIALING INSTRUCTIONS
TAMPA ....................................................70 PLUS NUMBER (4 DIGITS)
FT. MYERS ...... :......................................78 PLUS NUMBER (3DIGITS)
LAKELAND ........................................... 70 PLUS NUMBER (4 DIGITS)
SARA SOT A ...........................................72 PLUS NUMBER (4 DIGITS)
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IMPORTANTCAMPUSCONTACTS
Listed below are the offices and departments you are most likely to visit, the names of the
department heads, and the telephone numbers you are most likely to need during your
enrollment at USF St. Petersburg.
ACADEMIC ADVISERS:
Arts & Sciences J. Sasson-Mason
Joy Foley
Business
Education
Cyndie Collins
Engineering Tech. Joy Foley

PHONE
893-9507
893-9542
893-9533
893-9542

ROOM
COQ 209
DAV238
DAV201A
DAV238

ACTIVITIES & ORGANIZATIONS:
"Sudsy" Tschiderer, Coordinator

893-9596

COQ 102

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Mary Beckett, Deputy Registrar

893-9143

DAV 126

ARTS & SCIENCES
Dr. Dan Wells and
Dr. Darryl Paulson, Program Coordinators

893-9156

DAV258

BOOKSTORE
Dot Thrush, Manager

893-9172

COQ 101

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Nancy Mcintosh, Program Coordinator

893-9154/9505

DAV227/235

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER

893-9110

CAC

CAMPUS FITNESS CENTER
Sheri Beaudreau

893-9111

CAC

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Dr. Diane McKinstry

893-9129

DAV 112

CASHIER
Jan Jones, Head Cashier

893-9107

DAV 129

COMPUTER CENTER
Mike Wright, Coordinator .

893-9551

DAV251

COUNSELING CENTER
Dr. Diane. McKinstry

893-9129

DAV 115

DEAN's OFFICE
Dr. Winston Bridges, Interim Dean

893-9151

DAV 135

DINING CENTER
Sherry Smith, Manager

893-0022

COQ 102

EDUCATION
Dr. Winston Bridges, Coordinator

893-9155

DAV201

ENGINEERING
Dolly Gooding, Coordinator

893-9157

COQ 216

FINANCIAL AID
Karen Gibson, Coordinator

893-9128

DAV 114
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LIBRARY (Poynter Memorial)

893-9123

POY

MAILROOM

893-9145

POR 106

MARINE SCIENCE
Dr. Peter Betzer, Chairperson

893-9130

MSL

MILITARY SCIENCE (ROTC)
Maj. Richard Frysinger

893-9589

SPB 116

NURSING

893-9163

SPB 225

PARKING SERVICES

893-9510

SPB 127

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Lt. Robert Siwik

893-9140

SPB 127

PROJECT THRUST
Wayne E. Wilson, Counselor/Adviser

893-9108

DAY 126

RECREATION
Cliff Bare

893-9597

COQ 107

REGISTRAR
Mary Beckett, Deputy Registrar

893-9143

DAY 126

ROTC

893-9589

SPB 132

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
"Sudsy" Tschiderer, Coordinator

893-9596

COQ 102

STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE
Dr. Steve Ritch, Director

893-9162

DAY 118

STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
Frank D. Reinhart, Jr., President

893-9144

DAY 116

SWIMMING POOL
Sherri Beaudreau

893-9136

COQ 110

VETERANS' AFFAIRS
Karen L. Gibson, Coordinator

893-9128

DAY 114

WATERCRAFT
Cliff Bare

893-9597

COQ 107
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
USF St. Petersburg offers the following degree programs. Partial programs---in
which most of the course requirements for a degree are offered ---are noted with a
(P). A bachelor's level degree is noted with a Band a master's level degree is noted
with an M.
ARTS AND SCIENCES
English, B, M (P)
Mass Communications, B (P)
Anthropology, B (P)
Criminology, B, M (P)
Geography, ·B
History, B
Political Sciences, B
Psychology, B
Sociology, B
Social Sciences Interdisciplinary, B
Marine Science, M, Ph.D.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Accounting, B
Economics, B (P)
Finance, B
Information Systems and Decision Sciences, B (P)
General Business Administration, B
Management, B
Marketing, B
Business Administration, M.B.A.
EDUCATION
Educational Leadership, M
Elementary Education, B, M
Guidance and Counseling, M
Secondary Education: English, B, M
Industrial-Technical, B (P)
Social Science, B
Special Education: Behavior Disorders, B, M
Mental Retardation, B (P)
Specific Learning Disabilities, B, M (P)
NURSING
Nursing, B
Course Sequences in support of the following:

Psychological and Social Foundations, B, M
Library Studies, M
Educational Measurement and Research, B, M
Reading Education, B, M
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ACADEMIC ADVISERS
ARTS AND SCIENCES

JUDITH SASSO-MASON
COQ 209

-

By Appointment Only
PHONE: 893-9507

JOY FOLEY

BUSINESS &
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

- DA V 238
Posted Hours and By Appointment
PHONE: 893-9542

EDUCATION

-

CYNDIE COLLINS
DAV 201A
By Appointment Only
PHONE: 893-9533

As a new s tudent, you are requi red to see an academic adviser before you will be permitted to
register. You are encouraged to have your tentative schedules thereafter reviewed by your adviser
to be certain you have selected the appropriate course(s). If you are a graduate student, yo u should
prepare your schedule in consultation with your MAJOR professor.
In addition to consulting with you about your schedule of classes, your adviser will be happy to
assist you with virtually any academic problem or question you may encounter, including the
following:

.you are confused about the difficulty and levels of courses;
.you want to take a course at a community college or another
university;
.you are thinking of taking a course on a pass /fail (S/U) basis;
.you need to drop a class;
.you need to officially withdraw from school during a semester;
.you want to declare or change your major;
.you have missed an academic calendar deadline;
.you have received an "I" grade and don't know what to do about it;
.you get below a 2.0 GPA and are placed on academic probation or final
academic probation;
.you are academically dismissed;
.you would like to repeat a course in which you did poorly;
.you are confused about any academic policy or requirement, or if yo u
are having trouble with your courses.
12

ADMISSIONS & RECORDS
LOCATION: DAV 126
HOURS: 8:00a.m.- 5:45p.m. Monday- Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m. Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9143
The Office of Admissions and Records, in addition to coordinating USF St.
Petersburg registration and drop/add each semester, provides or processes virtually
every academic form you will be required to complete while you are enrolled at USF
St. Petersburg.
·
Examples of the forms and associated information available in the Office of
Admissions and Records are:
.applications for admission to USF
.dual enrollment for community colleges
.independent study contracts
.S!U contracts
.repeat course waivers
.GRE and GMAT test applications and schedules
.Academic Regulations Committee petitions
.Graduate Council petitions
.graduation applications
.transcript request forms
The Admissions and Records Office posts important dates and deadlines in strategic
locations throughout the campus, most notable in Davis and Coquina halls, the "B"
Building, the Library, and even the restrooms. Be on the lookout for notices about
deadlines for dropping courses or withdrawing from school with full refunds,
deadlines for dropping courses or graduation, dates for early registration, dates the
new schedule of courses will be available, etc.
If you have any questions about your academic records, final grades, registration
printouts, transcript or the like, call or stop by the Office of Admissions & Records.

They will do whatever they can to provide you with the information and/ or
documents you need.
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PROJECT THRUST
DAV 109
HOURS: 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. Monday - Thurs.d ay
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Friday
Telephone: 893-9108

Project Thrust is a University-wide program designed to assist minority
undergraduate students at the University of South Florida to complete their
education. This rentention program specifically aids those students who have
declared their majors. The major role of the Project Thurst Counselor/Advisor is to
provide students with immediate and long-term assistance necessary to ensure the
successful completion of students' academic programs.
Project Thrust provides advising and counseling, tutorial services, study skills
courses and test preparation workshops at no charge to all students. Students at the
junior and senior levels are provided assistance with preparation for graduate
school, job placement, assistance in resume development, and interview
techniques.
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DROP/ADD

I

WITHDRAWAL

Changes to your schedule (drops and/or adds) may be made during the first week of
classes, which is the Late Registration and Drop/Add period. During this period you
may drop courses or withdraw for the semester with a full refund. Drops and/ or
withdrawals will not be recorded on your academic record if they are processed
during this time.
Drops and/or withdrawals after the first week of classes but before the
drop/withdrawal deadline will result in a letter grade of "W" and full fee liability.
Drops and/ or withdrawal after the drop/withdrawal deadline will result in a grade
of "F" ("U").
Be aware that you are permitted only three drops at the undergraduate level and
three drops at the graduate level. Additional drops above these numbers will result
in an automatic "F" ("U") grade. Appeals for additional drops will be made through
your academic adviser to the Academic Regulations Committee. ( See Academic
Regulations Committee, p.l6.)
Total withdrawals from the University are not counted as part of the drop
limitation policy.
*****************************************************

A word about the policy concerning Mandatory Course Attendance at First
Meeting . ...
USF's policy states that "Students are obligated to attend the first class meeting of all
regularly scheduled undergraduate classes for 'which they have registered in order to
ensure their enrollment in those classes. The consequence of non-attendance is
that the student is dropped from the course and the available space may be assigned
to another student."
This policy is effective 99% of the time, but not always. Faculty are expected to circle
on their class rolls the names of the students who are not in attendance during the
first class meeting, and to submit the amended class rolls to the Office of Admissions
& Records so that non--attendees will be dropped from the rolls immediately. On
rare occasions, faculty will fail for one reason or another to take roll during the first
class meetings . When they fail to submit the names of non-attendees, the nonattendees will not be dropped from the rolls.
DO NOT ASSUME, therefore, that if you do not attend the first class meeting you
automatically will be dropped from the rolls. If you register for a course then decide
to drop it and do not attend the first class meeting, you are well advised to check
with Admissions & Records to see if you've been dropped from the course. If you
have not, submit a drop slip during the first week of classes.
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WAIVER OF ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

UNDERGRADUATES

The ACADEMIC REGULATIONS COMMITTEE (ARC) meets regularly on the
Tampa Campus of USF to review petitions submitted by undergraduate students.
Students must petition and secure approval of the COMMITTEE to waive
UNIVERSITY academic regulations or to return to the UNIVERSITY after having
been academically dismissed or to waive academic deadlines.
If you wish to petition for a waiver of an academic regulation, pick up an ARC petition from the
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS (DA V 126) and turn it in to your USF ST. PETERSBURG
academic adviser. If you are not in a St. Petersburg Campus program, you should send the completed
petition to t.h e Tampa official listed on the instruction sheet accompanying the ARC form.

If your adviser is not in agreement with your petition, you will be so advised when
you turn the form over to her. Your adviser will forward your petition to the USF
ST. PETERSBURG ARC REPRESENTATIVE, who will complete the
Representative's section on the form then immediately send the petition to the
ACADEMIC REGULATIONS COMMITTEE in TAMP A. (If you are a minority
student, you will be instructed by your adviser to take the petition to WAYNE
WILSON, PROJECT THRUST COUNSELOR at USF ST. PETERSBURG. Wayne
Wilson will forward your petition to the appropriate representative.)
Petition must be in Tampa by Thursday to be addressed by the Committee the following Tuesday.
The decision of the Committee will be entered in the section at the bottom of the petition and a
copy mailed to you at the address you supply on the form.

GRADUATES

Graduate students who wish to waive University Academic regulations must
submit a Graduate Council petition to the appropriate program chairman or
director. Graduate Council petitions are available in the OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
& RECORDS (DA V 126).
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TUTORING
CONTACT OFFICE:

Project Thrust

DAV 109

Phone:

893-9108

The PROJECT THRUST OFFICE endeavors to provide free tutoring services to
all USF St. Petersburg students. If you need assistance with any USF
St. Petersburg course, contact Project Thrust. If possible, you will be
matched up with a USF student tutor registered with Project Thrust's
tutoring service; failing that, Project Thrust will attempt to arrange
for a tutor from Petersburg Junior College's tutoring service. (This is
not always possible in some of the more esoteric courses, but our
Project Thrust staff will do whatever they can to help you . )
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REGISTRATION
Approximately two-thirds of the way through the semester the schedules of classes
for the next semester will become available. USF Tampa publishes a schedule of
classes for all five campuses; additionally, each campus publishes its own schedule.
These are available at USF St. Petersburg in our Office of Admissions & Records
(DAV 126) during regular ·business hours. Evening students and students on
campus on weekends may pick up a copy of the schedules in the Library during its
regular business hours.
Soon after the schedules are published, you will receive through the mail from USF in Tampa you r
registration appointment date and time. You may register at your appointed time or thereafter
during the registration period. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL YO.U BE ALLOWED TO
REGISTER BEFORE YOUR APPOINTED TIME. You may register by telephone or on-campus,
according to the schedule listed on your registration appointment notification.

Specific instructions and dates for telephone and on-campus registration are found
in the schedules published by each campus. READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS
CAREFULLY. THEY VARY FROM CAMPUS TO CAMPUS.
You would be wise to consult the schedule published by the campus whose courses
you plan to take. Schedules published by individual regional campuses generally
are more up-to-date than the information in the five-campus schedule published by
USF Tampa because the regional campus schedules are printed later in the term.
CONTINUING, DEGREE-SEEKING STUDENTS should be aware that registration
during the Late Registration and Drop/Add period will result in a late registration
fee of $25.00. You will not be charged to add or drop a course during that period,
however.
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HONORS AND AWARDS
Each spring, Outstanding Senior Awards are presented to students designated for the
following honors:
•outstanding seniors for USF
•outstanding seniors for USF at St. Petersburg
"'Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges
•outstanding Graduate, St. Petersburg (selection is made by the St.
Petersburg Chapter of the USF Alumlti Association)
Criteria for nomination for these honors and awards include graduation in the fall,
spring or summer of the academic year in which the honors and awards are given,
good academic standing, and significant individual participation in campus
organization, university activities and/or community work.
Applications for nominations are distributed to faculty and other appropriate
campus personnel each spring, and also may be obtained in the Office of Financial
Aid, DAV 114. Nomination forms and accompanying recommendations are
submitted to the Financial Aid Office by a given deadline each spring. In addition to
nominations by students, faculty and .staff, student self-nominations are accepted.
Recipients of these awards are recognized during Honors Week and at the Spring
Graduation Celebration in St. Petersburg.
Check the bulletin boards and read the various campus publications in early to mid~
spring for announcements concerning honors and aw~rds. If you'd like additional
information, stop by the Financial Aid Office.

HONOR SOCIETIES
Honor societies recognize outstanding students for their scholastic or service
achievements. Membership in honor organizations usually is by invitation. Honor
organizations are : Alpha Epsilon Delta, Alpha Phi Sigma, Alpha Pi Mu, Alpha Theta
. Lambda, Beta Alpha Psi, Chi Epsilon, Delta Signa Pi, Gamma Theta Upsilon, Kappa Delta Pi,
Kappa Tau Alpha, Mortar Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, Order of Omega, Phi Alpha Theta, Phi
Kappa Phi , Phi Mu Alpha, Phi Omega Mu, Pi Alpha Alpha, Pi Gamma Mu, Pi Sigma Alpha, Psi
Chi, Sigma Iota Rho, Tau Beta Pi and Thernis Honor Society.
USF St. Petersburg has chapters of Kappa Delta Pi (Education), Psi Chi (Psychology) and Phy
Theta Kappa Alumni Chapter (of two year lower division institutions. For information about USF's
honor societies, talk to your academic program coordinator: .

Arts and Sciences -Dr. Dan Wells
Dr. Darryl Paulson

DAV 243
DAV 249

893-9571
893-9582

Business

-Dr. Nancy Mcintosh

DAV 225

893-9588

Education

-Dr. Winston Bridges

DAV 202

893-9577

Natural Sciences

-Dr. Peter Betzer

MSL 102

893-9130

Nursing

-Dr. Charlene Long

SPB 225

893-9163

And be sure to check the bulletin boards and campus publications for information
and announcements concerning USF's honor societiPs.

COMMENCEMENT AND GRADUATION RECEPTIONS

USF in TAMPA, with a large number of students graduating each term, schedules
two major COMMENCEMENT ceremonies for ALL USF graduates twice each year
(one in the spring and one in the fall). USF ST. PETERSBURG, with a much
smaller number of graduates each term, schedules only one major
COMMENCEMENT ceremony, in the spring of each year.
USF ST. PETERSBURG graduates may opt to attend Commencement ceremonies in
Tampa, or they may prefer to participate in USF ST. PETERSBURG'S
Commencement ceremonies in the spring. In addition to Spring ~ommencement
in St. Petersburg, USF ST. PETERSBURG hosts an on-campus Graduation Reception
for summer and fall graduates in December of each year.
Each s pring, candidates for graduation at the end of the spring term and students scheduled to
graduate in the summer will receive from the OFFICE OF THE UNIVERSITY MARSHALL FOR
COMMENCEMENT AND CONVOCATIONS specific information about SPRING
COMMENCEMENT ceremonies on the Tampa AND the regional campuses, together with
instructions concerning seating arrangements, academic regalia, graduation announcements, honors
sashes, graduation announcements, Senior Week activities, and the like. READ THIS
INFORMATION CAREFULLY. DETAILS AND DEADLINES DIFFER FROM CAMPUS TO
CAMPUS. Remember, you may opt to attend either the Tampa or the St. Petersburg Campus
Commencement ceremonies in the spring.
In the fall, candidates for graduation at the end of the fall term and students scheduled to graduate
in spring will receive, again from the UNIVERSITY MARSHALL FOR COMMENCEMENT AND
CONVOCATIONS, information concerning FALL COMMENCEMENT in TAMPA. You may wish to
attend that Commencement, or participate in USF ST. PETERSBURG'S winter Graduation Reception
then attend our Spring Commencement.

IF YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED USF ST. PETERSBURG AS YOUR "HOME CAMPUS,"
you wili receive information concerning St. Petersburg Campus commencement
ceremonies and graduation receptions from our OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
as well.
This profusion of letters, announcements and forms can all be quite daunting, so if you need an
interpretation, do not hesitate to call or stop by the ACTIVITIES OFFICE (893-9596, COQ 107) or
the OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS (893-9162. DA V 118) and we'll do out best to assist you.
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USFCAMPUSBOOKSTORE
LOCATION: COQ 101
HOURS: 9:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m. Monday -Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Friday
(Extended hours posted first two weeks of each semester)
TELEPHONE: 893-9141
TEXTBOOKS for St. Petersburg campus courses only may be purchased at the USF
Campus Bookstore. You are cautioned to buy your textbooks on the campus wher~
the course is being taught; textbook requirements for a course may vary from
campus to campus.
DO NOT WRITE IN YOUR BOOK until you have been to class and are sure you will
need the book. A marked book (even with just your name in pencil) or a carelessly
handled book is a used book and is nonrefundable.
Mastercard and Visa Credit cards are acceptable, as are checks in the amount 9f
purchase with appropriate identification.

The REFUND POLICY

is in effect during the first two weeks of class---o n required texts

only.

Book buy-back is conducted at the USF Campus Bookstore on designated days each
semester during finals week.
In addition to your all-important textbooks, you may purchase school supplies,
backpacks, t-shirts, greeting cards, USF gifts, posters, candy and other necessities of
life from the USF Campus Bookstore.
More about books . ..

BAYBORO BOOKS
121 • 7TH A VENUE SOUTH
HOURS: 10 a.m. -6:00p.m. Monday- Friday
· 11:00- 3:00p.m. Saturday
Telephone: 821-5477
BAYBORO BOOKS, just across the street to the north of Davis Memorial Hall, offers
an impressi.ve stock of best sellers, classics, children's books, cookbooks, biographies
and mystenes. Bayboro Books is !lQ! affiliated with USF, but its convenient location,
within easy walking dis.tance of anywhere on the USF St. Petersburg campus, makes
it a "natural" for the kinds of items you may not be able to find at the Campus
Bookstore.

And finally . .. ..
In March of each year USF St. Petersburg holds a USED BOOK SALE. The proceeds from the sale
benefit the Student Book Scholarship Fund. If you have books---practically any kind of book-·· you'd like to
contribu~e to the SA.LE, bring them by the OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS, DAY 118. And watch for fliers
announcmg the sale m March.
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CASHIER'S OFFICE
LOCATION: DAV 129
HOURS: 9:00a.m.- 6:00p.m., Monday- Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9107
PAYMENT
All registration fees and accounts receivable charges may be paid in this office.
Personal checks must include the student's Social Security number on the face of the check.
Payments may be made in person, placed in the drop box located outside the Poynter
Library, or mailed to: BUSINESS OFFICE, USF ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS, 140 .
SEVENTH A VENUE SOUTH, ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA 33701.
REGISTRATION FEES
Registration fees are based on the academic level of the course, the campus responsible for
the course, and the student's residency status. Estimated fees per credit hour for 1990-91 for
the St. Petersburg Campus are:
COURSE LEVEL

FLORIDA RESIDENT

NON-FLA RESIDENT

$41.28
73.99

$151.65
235.92

3000-4999 (undergraduate)
5000 & above (graduate)

FEES FOR COURSES ON OTHER USF CAMPUSES ARE LISTED IN THE CURRENT
UNIVERSITY CATALOG .
The deadline for payment of registration fees is normally 5:00p.m. on the fifth day of
published classes each semester. Registration will be cancelled if fees are not paid by this
date. Checks which are mailed must be postmarked by the payment deadline.
CANCELLATION
If fees are not paid in full by the payment deadline, a student's enrollment will be cancelled
for that semester. If a student has received an official V.A . or Financial Aid deferment
prior to the payment deadline, the student's registration may not be cancelled.
REINSTATEMENT
A student whose registration has been cancelled for non-payment may file a Petition for
Reinstatement during the four week period following the cancellation deadline. At this
time all fees must be PaW in full in the form of cash, cashier's check, or money order.
Personal check will not be accepted.
REFUND OF FEES
After the drop/add deadline, fees will be refunded only under certain conditions. See the
USF catalog for more details.
VALIDATION OF PHOTO I. D .
Student photo identification cards will be validated each semester by th e Business Office at
the time of payment.
FINANCIAL AID CHECK DISBURSEMENT
Certain financial aid checks are disbursed from the Business Office, and others are mailed.
Consult with the Financial Aid or Business Office each semester to determine the method
for receiving your checks. No financial aid checks are released prior to each semester's first
day of classes.
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USF POLICE DEPARTMENT
SPB 127
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 893-9140

Additionally, there are outside emergency phones on campus
that are designated by red lights. These phone boxes need only
to be opened and the red button pushed for immediate police
dialing. Indicate the number on the phone (on the outside door
of the box) for your location, and state your problem. A USF
police officer will respond.
The USF St. Petersburg Police Department handles all emergency, criminal and
police service calls on campus. The USFPD at St. Petersburg is comprised of a
uniform patrol division that offers a wide range of services to the campus
community. Special event security, crime presentation programs, literature on
personal safety, physical security surveys and more are at your disposal through this
office.
All criminal activity, suspicious persons, personal injuries, vehicular accidents or
public hazards should be reported to the University Police immediately. We need
your help to keep our campus safe and free from crime.
An escort service is provided by the University Police . Take advantage of this free
service should you become uncomfortable while on campus.
The crime rate (burglaries, thefts, and crimes against persons) in the area adjacent to
the St. Petersburg Campus is high in comparison to other areas of the city. By
comparison, the St. Petersburg Campus is relatively crime free. However, in the
past year alone USF police have been called to investigate offenses ranging from
petty theft (24 incidents, primarily wallets, books and bicycles), grand theft (6
incidents, primarily auto theft), criminal mischief (2 reported incidents), auto
burglary (2), and aggravated assault (1 report). BE AWARE OF YOUR
SURROUNDINGS. PROTECT YOUR BELONGINGS. DO NOT HESITATE TO
CALL THE CAMPUS POLICE DEPARTMENT IMMEDIATELY SHOULD YOU
HAVE A PROBLEM WHILE ON CAMPUS. University Police Officers are State
certified law enforcement officers and they are here to serve the campus community
as well as to protect it.
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PARKING SERVICES
SPB 127
HOURS: 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday -Friday
5:00p.m.- 10:00 p.m. when dispatcher is o~ duty
TELEPHONE: 893-9510
Parking regulations of the UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA require that all
STUDENTS, STAFF, FACULTY, TENANTS AND CONCESSIONAIRE
PERSONNEL display a valid USF PARKING TAG OR DECAL on their vehicles at
all times when parked within the boundaries of the campus:
Parking tags/decals are obtainable at the PARKING SERVICES OFFICE, Room 127 in "B" Building
on th~ peninsula.
Failure to adhere to these regulations will result in the issuance of citations for violations; for
example:
No current University Tag or Decal ... . ... . ...... . $20.00
No Permit ...................................$10.00

USF students, staff & faculty may not park in the Visitor's parking space for any
reason from 7:00a.m. until 5:30p.m. After 5:30, USF students, staff & faculty
DISPLAYING CURRENT USF PARKING DECALS/HANGTAGS may park in these
spaces.
Transferrable Hangtags must be hung from the rearview mirror bracket so that the entire surface of
the hangtag is completely visible to a patrolling officer. Should your tag be on the dashboard,
floor, seat or glove compartment of your vehicle, or left at home and you are ticketed for 'NO
CURRENT USF DECAL', a $20 offense, you may bring your tag numbe r in to the PARKING
SERVICES OFFICE and apply to have the fine lowered to $10.
If you forget to bring your hangtag when using a substitute vehicle, you need to obtain a free
temporary parking permit from the PARKING SERVICES DEPARTMENT BEFORE parking your car.
To be given a permit YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR PARKING TAG/DECAL NUMBER.
Failure to get this permit could result in a citation for "No Current USF Decal"- $20.00

It is the registrant's responsibility to purchase the correct type parking tag and to
know WHEN that tag will expire.

REMOTE parking tags/decals are not valid for use
CAMPUS. Hangtags and decals are not negotiable.
member of the campus community if you have no
is on the registration, and you will be liable for any
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on the ST. PETERSBURG
Do NOT sell yours to another
further need of it. YOUR name
abuse of your hangtag or decal.

MOTORIST ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
USF Parking Services
Telephone: 893-9140
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Did you try to start your car and find that the battery is dea.d? Are you locked out of
your car? Do you have a flat tire?
USF St. Petersburg Police Department's MOTORIST ASSISTANCE PROGRAM will
help you by providing the following services:
.Lock-out assistance
.Jumper cables
.Battery booster service
.Temporary tire sealant
.Furnish gas can
Keep this number handy: 893-9140
You never know when you may need it!!!
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COMPUTER CENTER
DAV 251
Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Monday - Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Friday
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
TELEPHONE: 893-9551
The Computer Center is available on an "open-use" basis unless a class is scheduled
in the Lab, in which case a notice to that effect will be posted on a calendar outside
the Lab for several days prior to the scheduled class.
USF students with current, validated IDs are welcome to use the Computer Center
Lab, which features terminals linked into the main-frame, stand-alone PCs, Apple
liEs, and a Macintosh network.
Computer Center personnel will be happy to assist you in getting started in the Lab
and will provide you with instructional manuals, but please do not ask for or expect
individualized supervision or instruction. Have a working knowledge of the
computer you'll be using before you go to the Lab.
Please do not take any food or drink into the Lab.
ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE COMPUTER CENTER SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO
MIKE WRIGHT, COORDINATOR OF THE COMPUTER CENTER, AT 893-9184.
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DINING CENTER
COQ 102
HOURS 7:30a.m.- 6:00p.m. Monday- Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. Friday
TELEPHONE: 894-0022
The DINING CENTER in COQUINA HALL is a great place to go for everything from a quick snack
on the run to hot meals, soup and sandwiches, munchies, fresh fruit in season, build -your-own salads,
and hot and cold beverages.

In addition to the many items listed on its regular menu, the DINING CENTER
features daily specials, and offers special holiday meals for VALENTINE'S DAY, ST.
PATRICK'S DAY, HALLOWE'EN, THANKSGIVING and other traditional and nontraditional celebrations and events. The DINING CENTER also provides catering · .
service.
Students, faculty and staff comprising the USF ST. PETERSBURG FOOD SERVICE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE monitor food quality, pricing and service in the DINING
CENTER, and meet periodically with CANTEEN COMPANY staff and management
to discuss suggestions or concerns that you'd like to bring to the attention of the
ADVISORY COMMITTEE, why not stop by Dr. Ritch's office (DAV 118) or give us a
call at 893-9162.

For a change of pace, you might want to stroll across the street to the TAVERN ON THE GREEN,
adjacent to BAYBORO BOOKS, just to the northeast of DAVIS MEMORIAL HALL. Some all-time
favorites among faculty, staff and students who patronize the TAVERN are the "Author's
Delights," some dozen or so different (and hefty) kinds of sandwiches--or you can order your
. sandwich custom-madel--and their Nacho Supreme. Plus, they deliver.

The TAVERN offers live entertainment on Thursday evenings and is a popular
gathering spot virtually any time of the afternoon or evening. But it's particularly
nice to have the TAVERN nearby after the campus DINING CENTER closes at 6:00
p.m. most evenings and mid-day on Friday.
TAVERN ON THE GREEN
120 SIXTH A VENUE SOUTH
11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. Monday -Friday
11:00 a .m. to 4:00 p .m. Saturday
TELEPHONE: 821-1418

VENDING MACHINES ARE LOCATED IN THE LOBBY IN DAVIS HALL (DA V 107), CAMPUS
ACTIVITY CENTER AND THE GAME ROOM IN "B" BUILDING. A COKE MACHINE IS
LOCATED POOLSIDE.
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NELSON POYNTER MEMORIAL LIBRARY
POY
HOURS: 8:00a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Monday- Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Friday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Saturday
1:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Saturday
(Semester break and holiday hours will be posted.)
TELEPHONE: 893-9123
The LIBRARY offers many services to students and other members of the campus
community. Chief among them are the following:
·
.LUIS- LIBRARY USER INFORMATION SERVICE·- the on-line catalog
accessed by USF's libraries on all five campuses. Over 580,000 .records
are not in the Library database. Library staff will be happy to show
you how to use LUIS .
.RESERVE BOOKS- Your instructors frequently will place certain books on
reserve for you. Loan periods for reserve materials vary according to
the requests of the instructors. RESERVE MATERIALS CANNOT BE
RENEWED .
.INTERLIBRARY LOAN- Any USF student may request material from any
USF campus by filling out forms available at the reference desk.
Graduate students may request material from non-USF libraries as
well .
.REFERENCE- A Reference Librarian is on duty any time the library is open.
If you are having difficulty finding something, PLEASE ASK .
.BIBLIOGRAPHIC SEARCHING- Computer searches are available through
the Reference Department. Students are charged for the actual cost of
the search. Free searches are available on ERIC and Business
Periodicals Index for USF students.
.PERIODICALS- The Library has more than 750 titles available. Periodicals do
not circulate .
.MEDIA CENTER - The Media Center has listening and viewing facilities for
records, tapes, filmstrips, slides, transparencies and videotapes. IF YOU
DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT, ASK FOR IT.
(STUDENT ID CARDS ARE MADE HERE AS WELL.)
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IN ADDITION TO ITS GENERAL SERVICES, THE LIBRARY EXTENDS NUMEROUS SPECIAL
SERVICES TO THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY. THESE INCLUDE:

.BIBLIOGRAPHIES - Free printed bibliographies on many s ubjects are
available near the circulation desk .
.COLLEGE CATALOGS- Catalogs from hundreds of national and
international schools are available on microfiche .
.MICROPRINTS- Self-service printers are available at the circulation desk at
$.15 or $.25 per copy .
.PHOTOCOPYING- Coin-operated copiers are available for use .
.PORTABLE FISCHE READERS- are available at the circulation desk. These
readers can be checked out for three days .
.RECREATIONAL READING COLLECTION- This collection of current
bestsellers is located near the Reserve desk.
.STUDENT IDs- are made in the media center, Room #207
.TRANSPARENCIES- can be made in the media center for $.30 each.
You need to be aware of the various policies governing your use of the Library:

.BORROWING- A USF ID, validated for the current semester, must be
presented in order to check out materials .
. RETURNING - Return materials to the depository at the circulation desk, or
in the outside book drop near the entrance. Books checked out at other
USF campus libraries may be returned or renewed here also .
.LOAN PERIODS- all books with date due slips circulate for at least three
weeks. Media items circulate for one week .
.RENEWALS -All .books (except the recreational reading collection) may be
renewed by bringing them to the circulation desk. Renewals are
permissible unless another patron is asking for the material. In that
case, the Library will recall the book .
.HOLDS- If a book is checked out, students may request a hold by filling out a
form provided at the circulation desk. Any book that has been out for
more than three weeks may be called in .
.FINES -are accumulated at $.25 per day per book (excluding holidays).
Reserve materials are subject to fines of $.50 per day or $.25 per hour,
including weekends and holidays.
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MAILROOM
HOURS: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Monday - Friday
POR 107
TELEPHONE: 893-9145
Our mailroom staff will be happy to sell stamps to you, and send your mail and
packages via U.S. Mail. They are equipped to process certified and return-receiptrequested mail for you, but they cannot insure your mail.
A courier delivers campus mail to USF Tampa and Sarasota on a daily basis. If you
wish to avail yourself of this courier service, drop your unstamped campus mail,
properly addressed to any one of USF's four other campuses, in the large black mail
bin in the Office of Admissions and Records (DAV 126). It should take a day or two
for your mail to reach its Tampa or Sarasota campus destination, and a little longer
if it is going to the Fort Myers or Lakeland campus.
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COURTESY TELEPHONE
DAV 107 (lobby)

A telephone has been installed, courtesy of your Student Government, in the lobby
in Davis Hall (DA V 107) for your convenience in placing local calls or calls to any of
USF's other four campuses.
To make a local call, dial 89, then your 7-digit number.
To call the Tampa or Lakeland campus, dial 70, then the 4-digit number.
To call the Sarasota campus, dial 72, then the 4-digit number.
And, to call the Fort Myers campus, dial 78, then the 3-digit number.

Any malfunction of the Courtesy Telephone should be reported to the Office of
Student Affairs (DAV 118) or the Student Government Office (DAV 116).

COURTESY TYPEWRITERS
DAV 256-C
Several IBM Selectric typewriters are available in DAV 256-C (the practice room) for
student use. To use one of these typewriters, please go to the circulation desk at the
Library. In exchange for your Student ID, you will be given a typing element for one
of the typewriters. Your ID will be returned when you bring the element back to the
Library.

ANY PROBLEMS WITH THE TYPEWRITERS SHOULD BE REPORTED TO (1) CIRCULATION
DESK STAFF IN THE LIBRARY, OR (2) THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE, DAV 116, OR
(3) THE OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS, DAV 118.
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OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
DA V.118
HOURS: 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Monday - Th~rsday
8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m. Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9162
The STUDENT AFFAIRS staff strive to provide a campus environment that is
conducive to learning and that enhances to the quality of life for students at USF
ST. PETERSBURG. The DIRECTOR OF STUDENT AFFAIRS ON THE
ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS is responsible for the overall administration of the
many services offered to students to help them cope more ·e ffectively with the many
facets of college like that can affect students' academic work: financial aid,
individual and/or group counseling, alcohol/drug education, career planning and
placement, procedures for redressing grievances, standards for students' conduct,
due process in the event of disciplinary action, and advice and/or assistance in time
of trouble.
Additionally, STUDENT AFFAIRS offers a variety of programs and activities to
provide students opportunities to become involved in campus life outside the
classroom: student organizations, programs and activities, student government,
organized sports, intra-and extra-murals, and events of special interest.
The STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE manages the CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER,
and coordinates SPRING COMMENCEMENT activities for USF ST. PETERSBURG
students.
Detailed information about STUDENT AFFAIRS services and programs
is found in the following pages. . . . .
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DAY CARE SUBSIDY
USF ST. PETERSBURG does not have a day care center on campus, but the Office of Student Affairs
(DA V 118) coordinates a unique program of direct subsidization of day care costs to student-parents
with pre-school children.

A limited fund is allocated by Student Government to the Day Care Subsidy
program each year. While funds are available, students presenting receipts from ·a
licensed day care center or day care home will be reimbursed up to 50% of day care
costs, but at a rate each semester not to exceed $5.00 per semester hour, regardless of
the number of children enrolled in day care. This may not cover total day care costs,
but it'll certainly buy a book or two!
STOP BY THE OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS, DAV 118, FOR THE DAY CARE SERVICES
SUBSIDY APPLICATION OR FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
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COUNSELING and CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
DAV 115
Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Monday - Thursday
9:00a.m.- 5:00p.m. Friday
Appointments can be made in person or by phoning 893-9129
The COUNSELING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER provides professional counseling
services and related programs to help students make the moat of the total college experience-·
personally, intellectually, vocationally, socially and physically. In addition, the CENTER is a
campus resource for alumni, faculty and staff, and provides information, consultation and referral for
mental health, substance abuse, career development, learning skills and wellness concerns.
PERSONAL COUNSELING SERVICES: The CENTER provides short-term individual and group
counseling to assist students with a variety of problems such as stress, developing self-esteem,
overcoming anxiety or depression, improving relationships, coping with loss, dealing with problem
behaviors, resolving personal crises, and dealing with ones own or other 's substance abuse or
dependency. Counselors also are available on a walk-in or emergency basis for individuals whose
concerns require immediate assistance. If the CENTER does not offer the services a student needs,
the student w ill be referred to appropriate campus or community services.

LEARNING SKILLS SERVICES: To assist students to become more effective and
efficient learners, the CENTER offers individual consultation and workshops on
time management, study skills, testing skills, and on reducing test anxiety.
GROUP COUNSELING AND WORKSHOPS: Each semester the CENTER presents a
variety of workshops and counseling groups to help student achieve personal,
social, career and academic goals. A brochure listing the workshops and groups is
available each semester at the CENTER.
WELLNESS PROGRAMS: CENTER staff coordinate and promote WELLNESS programs on campus
through the USF ST. PETERSBURG WELLNESS COMMITTEE. The Committee is composed of
students, faculty and staff committed to increasing awareness of health and wellneaa issues on
campus and to demonstrating the extent to which individuals can influence and control their level of
personal wellneaa. Beginning in the fall of 1991, individual consultation and referral services will
be provided by a professional health educator.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUCATION and PREVENTION: USF ST. PETERSBURG,
together with ST. PETERSBURG COMMUNITY COLLEGE and ECKERD COLLEGE,
has formed a Post-secondary Drug Education Consortium to address the campus
need for information, education and training with regard to substance abuse issues.
Individuals who are concerned about their own or others' substance abuse or
dependency may receive. individual consultation, assessment and referral through
the COUNSELING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Career development begins with the decision to enter college and continues
through graduation and employment. The CENTER offers a full range of
counseling and placement services to assist students with planning and achieving
career goals.
CAREER COUNSELING: Sound career decisions are based on taking time to
understand ones' interests, abilities and values and to learn about educational and
career options. The CENTER offers workshops and individual counseling for
decisions about career choice, career change and choice of major.
VOCATIONAL TESTING: Counselors are available to interpret individual tests
designed to measure interests, aptitudes, and personality dimensions.
CAREER LIBRARY: Current information about careers and the job market is
available in written form in the CAREER LIBRARY, DAV 112. In addition, a
counselor may recommend SIGI-Plus, a comprehensive guidance and information
computer program with up-to-date information on over 500 careers of interest to
college graduates. The LIBRARY also maintains a collection of graduate school
catalogs as well as literature about companies that employ college graduates.
CAREER EXPO: Each March the CENTER sponsors a career fair that brings over 60
employers to campus to discuss employment opportunities with students.
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING: The experience, knowledge and skills you acquire
prior to graduation will improve your marketpbility when you seek employment.
Counselors can assist you in developing a plan to get experience through part-time
employment, summer jobs, internships, cooperative work/study programs,
ex tracurricular activities and volunteer work.
PART -TIME JOB LISTINGS: The CENTER keeps an up-to-date listing of part-time employment
opportunities in this area.

FULL TIME EMPLOYMEN'I: SERVICES: Counselors provide assistance with
resume writing, interviewing skills, and developing strategies for a job search. In
addition, the CENTER maintains job announcements and listings of on-campus
recruiting schedules on the TAMPA CAMPUS.
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING: Students on this campus who are three semesters
before graduating may sign up for interviews with employers who recruit on the
TAMPA CAMPUS. Students who wish to interview must have their credentials
registered with the CENTER. St. Petersburg students also have the option of
registering and signing up for interviews directly through the CAREER RESOURCE
CENTER at USF TAMP A.
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USING THE SERVICES OF THE COUNSELING AND CAREER
DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ARRANGING FOR AN APPOINTMENT: The CENTER is located in DAV 115 and
is open from 9:00a .m. to 6:00p.m. Monday- Thursday and from 9:00a.m. to 5:00
p .m. on Friday. Appointments can be made in person or by phoning 893-9129.
The purpose of the of the initial appointment is to discusss the type of
assistance needed. If the CENTER does not offer the service you need, you will be
given a referral to other offices or individuals who can better serve you.
CONFIDENTIALITY: The COUNSELING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
staff, in accordance with ethical standards and state and federal law, take every
reasonable precaution to protect your privacy. The identity of those using our
services, along with the personally identifiable disclosures made in counseling, are
held in confidence. Confidential information is not shared with anyone outside the
CENTER without your written consent.
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DISABLED STUDENT ACADEMIC SERVICES
SVC 2043 (TAMPA CAMPUS)
(VOICE/TTY)
(813) 974-4309

USF ST. PETERSBURG works closely with the OFFICE OF DISABLED STUDENT
ACADEMIC SERVICES at USF in TAMPA to provide disabled St. Petersburg campus
students with academic support and related assistance. Services are provided to
students with a wide range of disabilities and are determined on an individual need
basis.
Qualified disabled individuals may arrange for notetakers, reading services, library assistance,
typing services, priority registration appointments and other supportive services through this office.
Adaptive equipment such as VISUALTEKS, FM AUDITORY SYSTEMS, LARGE PRINT DISPLAY
PROCESSOR and other aids are available for student use. Prior to receiving any services,
students must provide the DSAS with proof of their disability. For physically, visually
or hearing impaired students, a letter from a M.D. sta ting a diagnosis and limitations will be
sufficient.
Determination of eligibility for se·rvices through the appropriate state agency, such as Vocational
Rehabilitation, Division of Blind Services or VA VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION also is
required. If you are not presently a client of such an agency, a referral for services will be made.

Eligibility for services is determined on an individual basis. An appointment
should be made with the COORDINATOR OF DSAS (813/974-4309) prior to starting
classes to make plans and arrangements or to have any questions ans·wered. As
eligibility for some services must be approved and coordinated through the
appropriate state agency, students must make arrangements prior to the beginning
of classes to avoid any delay in the provision of services.
Should you encounter disability-related problems or need additional assis tance at USF ST.
PETERSBURG that cannot be r~ndered by the OFFICE OF DISABLED STUDENT ACADEMIC
SERVICES IN TAMPA, you are urged to contact Dr. Steve Ritch, Director of Student Affairs on the
St. Petersburg Campus (DA V 1~8, 893-9162).

NOTE: SEE MAP SECTION IN FRONT OF HANDBOOK FOR WHEELCHAIR
ACCESS TO CAMPUS FACILITIES.
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FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
DAV114
HOURS: 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Monday- Thursday
8:00a.m. - 5:00p.m. Friday
Telephone: 893-9128
The Office of Financial Aid at USF St. Petersburg provides informatio!"l and application materials
associated with grants, scholarships and loans and works closely with the Office of Fina ncial Aid
at USF in Tam pa to process financial aid for St. Petersburg campus students. The Financial Aid
Office also coordinates the St. Petersburg campus College Work Study Program.

Financial Aid programs fall into three broad categories: scholarships and grants, low
interest loans, and student employment opportunities. Eligibility for most financial
aid programs requires that a student:
be a US citizen or an eligible non-citizen;
be enrolled or accepted for enrollment in a degree program;
maintain satisfactory academic progress toward a degree
(as defined in the financial aid brochure explaining the
standards of satisfactory progress for financial aid recipients);
4. be registered with Selective Service if required to do so;
5. establish financial need
6. not be in default on a loan or owe a repayment on a previous
financial aid award at USF or at any institution.
1.
2.
3.

The majority of financial aid programs administered by the Office of Financial Aid
require that you demonstrate "financial need" in order to qualify. Financial need is
the difference between the estimated cost of attendance (student budget) and the
amount you and your family are expected to contribute toward these costs. USF uses
a federally mandated need analysis formula to determine your family's ability to
co.ntribute. This formula considers family size, number of family members in
college, and age of parents (dependent students), as well as income and assets in
order to assess a family's financial strength.
If you believe you meet the criteria for financial aid, stop by the Financial Aid Office

and explore the opportunities that my be available to you. BE A WARE that grants,
scholarships and loans do not happen overnight. If you are in a pinch, and need
something to tide you over until your aid arrives, ask about an EMERGENCY/SHORT
TERM LOAN, a Financial Aid Short Term Loan, or a Registration Fee Deferment.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
CONTACT OFFICE:

Financial Aid & Veterans Affairs
DAV 114
Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Monday- Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Friday

----------------~- ---------------------------------·----------------------------------------------------------------

PLEASE NOTE: The deadline for applying for 1991-92 scholarships at USF St.
Petersburg is Ianuary 2, 1991.
USF St. Petersburg has a large and increasing number of scholarships available to its students.
Scholarship recipients and scholarship donors are honored and introduced at the annual
Alumni/Honors/Scholarship banquet in the spring.

Academic requirements vary from scholarship to scholarship. Go to the Financial
Aid office and ask for a copy of the Scholarship Booklet for specific information.
Scholarship recipients must notify Financial Aid about all drops and withdrawals
from classes. Failure to report may mean a loss of eligibility for the following
semester (if the scholarship is for two semesters).
The Scholarship Committee reserves the right to consider the amount of other
financial aid a student is receiving in determining eligibility for an award.
In applying for and accepting a scholarship from USF, the scholarship applicant
agrees that his/her grade point average and other pertinent information can be
included in a report prepared for Financial Aid or in publicity regarding USF
activities.
USF St. Petersburg students may apply for many USF scholarships other than those
listed in the USF St. Petersburg scholarship brochure. Be sure to ask for a list of
those scholarships when you pick up your USF St. Petersburg Campus Scholarship
brochure in the Office of Financial Aid.
REMEMBER: The deadline for applying for 1991-92 USF St. Petersburg Campus
scholarships is January 2, 1991!!
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STUDENT EMPLOYMENT ON CAMPUS
There are two funding sources through which students may be employed at USF ST.
PETERSBURG. One is the COLLEGE WORK STUDY PROGRAM (CWSP) and the
other is OTHER PERSONNEL SERVICES (OPS) .
Students who submit an application for financial aid to the OFFICE OF FINANCIAL
AID and who can demonstrate a need for financial assistance may be awarded a
CWSP aiiocation that wiii permit them to work on campus up to 20 hours per week
during the semester and up to 40 hours per week during semester breaks. See our
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID (DAV 114) for specific details.
OTHER PERSONNEL SERVICES (OPS) is a UNIVERSITY temporary employment
program. Students are paid hourly wages that vary with positions and may work up
to 20 hours per week during the semester and up to 40 hours per week during
semester breaks. Student OPS employment opportunities typicaiiy are posted in our
CAREER RESOURCE CENTER (DA V 112).
Not every unit on campus remembers to notify the Counseling and Career
Development when a student employment opportunity becomes available,
however. If you are looking for part·time employment on campus and nothing is
posted in DA V 112, make your interest known to the staff, faculty and student
employees with whom you interact. Sometimes the grapevine is more efficient
than are the formal procedures for matching prospective student employees with on·
campus jobs.
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VETERANS AFFAIRS OFFICE
DAV 112
HOURS: 9:00a.m.- 6:00p.m. Monday- Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Friday
Telephone: 893-9129
Our Veterans Affairs staff, who share space with the Counseling and Career
Development Center staff in DAV 112, provide a point of contact for VA students
attending USF St. Petersburg. They work closely with Veterans Services and the
Office of the Registrar at USF in Tampa in processing students financially include
VA Work-Study Program, VA Deferment of Fees, Advance Payment Program, and
VA Tutorial Assistance.
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ACTIVITY AND SERVICE (A & S) FEES
Your registration fees each semester include an Activity and Service (A&S) Fee
($6.50 per credit hour at USF St. Petersburg at the present time) that goes to support
the vast array of student services, programs and activities designed to enhance and
complement your academic experience. These include staffing and operational
support for the Office of Financial Aid and Veterans, the Counseling and Career
Development Center, the Office of Student Activities, the Campus Activities Center,
the Recreation and Watercraft programs, the Student Government Office, and USF
St. Petersburg's many student clubs and organizations. Moreover, at any given time
approximately 50 students are employed through A&S fees to provide support
services to these units.
Your Student Government at USF St. Petersburg, in consultation with key student
affairs and academic administrators, allocates, regulates and monitors the
expenditures of your A&S fees.
Students, faculty and staff comprising the Activity and Service Fee Review
Committee recently have proposed to USF President Francis Borkowski that the
A&S Fee be increased by $.40 (to $6.90 per credit hour) for the 1991-92 calendar year
(fiscal period) in order to (1) keep pace with inflation, including the increase in
minimum wage, (2) provide additional operational and instructional support for
the Campus Activities Center and the Campus Fitness Center; and (3) provide
support for the creation of intra-and extra-mural team sports.
Remember: you are paying for these programs and services. Take advantage of
them!!
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
COQ107
HOURS: 8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. Monday - Thursday
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Friday
(DURING SEMESTER BREAKS AND HOLIDAY SEASONS,
THE ACTIVITIES OFFICE CLOSES AT 5:00P.M. DAILY.)

TELEPHONE: 893-9596

The Student Activities Office at USF ST. PETERSBURG is the focus of students' educational,
recreational and cultural extra-curricular and co-curricular activity. This office, staffed by four fulltime personnel and some 40 to 45 student employees at any given time, coordinates the campus
Lecture Series, ticket sales and subsidy, exhi bits and conferences, all campus recreation programs,
and international study and travel.
The Student Activities Office also coordinates the activities of our student clubs and organizations,
providing assistance and advice in such matters as interpreting University policies and procedures,
making space reservations, and maintaining records such as membership lists and charters.

If you'd like to become involved with, or would just like additional information
about, any of the activities and/or organizations described on the following pages,
stop by and talk to the Activities staff.
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CAMPUS SHOWCASE

Twice a year, at the beginning of the fall and the spring semester, the Student
Activities Office and Student Government produce "Campus Showcase," an all-day
exhibit/ event that highlights student activities, programs and.organizations. The
Showcase features live music, giveaways, contests, discotmts, free mtmchies, and
lots more. This is a wonderful way to familiarize your self with the many cocurricular and extra-curricular opporttmities available to you. Don't miss it!!
BACK-TO-SCHOOL-SPLASH

During this same period of time each semester, Student Activities and Student
Government sponsor a free "Back-to-School Splash" at the swimming pool. The
Splash features free food, live entertainment, swimming, a movie, and more
surprises! This is a great way to meet other students, staff and faculty and to
experience one of the many ftm-filled facets of campus life.
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LECTURE SERIES
The USF St. Petersburg Lecture Series Committee is an organization composed of
students, faculty and staff that sponsors a variety of programs, including the popular
Wednesday Bayboro Lyceum Series. Participation in the Committee offers an
outstanding opportunity for students to expand their educational experiences
beyond classroom academics and, in turn, offers the students the optimum in the
cultivation of communication skills. Students from all academic programs on
campus are encouraged to join the Committee, which meets biweekly or as regularly
as needed.

BAYBORO LYCEUM
Held virtually every Wednesday at noon in the Conference Auditorium (DA V 130),
the Bayboro Lyceum Series programs (popularly known as the "Brown Bags") are a
campus gem, providing excellent presentations on diverse cultural, artistic, political
and educational topics. Primarily geared toward students, the Wednesday Lyceum
Series programs are open to all members of the campus community and to the
general public as well. Attendance regularly exceeds 100 persons and admission is
free. Bring your lunch if you wish. The Committee provides a beverage . .. and
lively, provocative lectures, slide presentations, and workshops.

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
In addition to the Bayboro Lyceum Series, the USF St. Petersburg Lecture Series
Committee sponsors the highly successful International Lecture Series. Held once a
year, each program is usually a week or more in length and focuses on a specific
country, theme or geographical region. (This spring, we will focus on Cuba.)
An assortment of lectures, films exhibits and demonstrations are featured, as well as
social events enhanced by food from the country or region. In the past, the
International Lecture Series has produced comprehensive studies of Indonesia,
Egypt, China, Central America and the USSR, to name a few.

MAJOR SPEAKERS
The Committee also is honored to arrange lectures by internationally recognized
individuals. Notabl~ guests h·a ve included author Margaret Truman, political
activist Daniel Ellsberg. consumer advocate Ralph Nader, Cleveland Amory, poet
Allen Ginsberg, and Jean-Michel Cousteau. These lectures usually are presented in
the evening. The Committee welcomes suggestions for potential speakers.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Members of the USF St. Petersburg campus community, when placed on an annual
qualification list, may utilize the darkroom located in Coquina Hall (COQ).
Interested individuals may be cleared to use the darkroom by contacting the Student
Activities Office. Upon satisfactory completion of.a proficiency test in the darkroom,
you will be placed on the approved list.
To use the darkroom, you need to present appropriate identification to the
receptionist in the Activities Office and check out the key. No person will be issued
the key unless his/her name appears on the approved list.
Film and developing paper must be furnished by each photographer.
Low cost mini-courses such as The Camera and Photo Printing may be held
periodically. Contact the Activities Office for details and registration.
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USF ST. PETERSBURG SINGERS
The USF St. Petersburg Singers is a collection of students, staff, faculty and alumni
that gather each winter and spring to perform in Christmas and St. Patrick's Day
shows for area rest homes, adult psychiatric centers, veterans' hospitals, low-income
housing projects, and other such locations. The Singers also present each of their
annual shows on the St. Petersburg Campus in the Campus Activities Center.
The Singers, which formed 17 years ago with only five performers, have grown
"like Topsy" and now number almost 30. They develop their own themes for their
shows, write their own scripts, design their own choreography, and make their own
costumes and props (with a little help from their friends). The only requirements
for participation are the love of music and impromptu theatrics,·a reasonably
flexible schedule during the Christmas and St. Patrick's Day periods (for thi~ group·,
the Christmas period lasts about three weeks, and involves up to 30 performances;
and St. Patrick's "Day" lasts about two weeks and involves as many as 15
performances), and a lot of stamina! You don't even have to audition!
If you like to sing (even if it's just in the shower) or dance or tell stories-·- or if you
can juggle, make posters, design or sew costumes or just about anything else - - - go
to the Activities Office and express your interest. You'll be a member of the group
before you know it!
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TICKET SALES SUBSIDIZATION PROGRAM
At USF St. Petersburg we believe that participation in cultural and recreational
activities is an integral part of a student's formal education and that constructive
use of leisure time is a desireable goal.
In order to augment the cultural and recreational resources on the St. Petersburg
Campus, student participation in many community events is directly subsidized.
The program allows you to select events that will enhance your college life- -and
save you money.
Students taking courses on the St. Petersburg Campus will be allocated $1.00 per
credit hour to be applied toward subsidization. Proof of fee payment (listing your
hours) and your validated student photo I.D. are required when using your subsidy.
Eligible students must come to the Activities Office (COQ-102) to initiate ticket
arrangements. Students may buy as many tickets as are desired but only the alloted
amount of subsidy will be deducted from the purchase. Subsidy may be used for
more than one event--until the individual's portion of subsidy is depleted.
The student must pay at least $1.00 per subsidized ticket.
The Ticket Sales Subsidization Program is conducted each session. Tickets are on
sale from the first to the last day of each term. Subsidization is not available during
term breaks and exam weeks. Subsidization is NON-TRANSFERABLE.
Once you have used your subsidy, you may still buy tickets at our PURCHASE
PRICE, which is often much lower than the regular retail price. For example:
Sunset Golf and
Country Club
GREENS FEES

REGULAR COST USF COST
up to $7.00
$3.00

SUBSIDY PRICE
As low as $1.00 by
applying $2.00 of your
subsidy. Note: (A
student taking 7 hours
(times $1.00 per hr.)
would have $7.00
subsidy.

Subsidized tickets may be purchased for events at Bayfront Center, Asolo Theatre in
Sarasota (during its repertory season), American Stage Company, Busch Gardens,
Adventure Island, and other places.
ALL TICKETS TO BAYFRONT CENTER EVENTS MUST BE PROCURED AT
LEAST 24 HOURS PRIOR TO THE EVENT. EXCHANGE YELLOW RECEIPT FOR
TICKETS AT THE BOX OFFICE.
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STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
ORACLE, the USF student newspaper, is a 6-column tabloid published in Tampa Monday through
Friday during semesters I and II and twice weekly (Tuesday and Thursday) during the summer term.
The four major ORACLE distribution points at USF ST. PETERSBURG are the Dining Center, DA V
107 (the student lobby), the Library, and the Marine Science Department.

Student Government at USF St. Petersburg publishes IN BRIEF once a month. IN
BRIEF contains special announcements, reports detailing Student Government
projects and activities, club announcements and activities, and other information of
general interest to ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS students. IN BRIEF is available in
the Student Government Office (DAY 116), at the Activities Office (COQ 107), and
on countertops and tables throughout Davis Hall.
The Student Activities Office publishes a monthly CALENDAR OF EVENTS and a
semester CALENDAR OF EVENTS. Both publications are veritable treasure troves
of information ranging from important dealines, to schedules for club meetings, to
birthdates of important (and not so important) personages, to scheduled lectures and
other special events, to trivia tidbits (where else could you learn that Captain Cook
anchored at NEW ZEALAND on October 8, 1769?). The CALENDAR OF EVENTS
can be picked up at the Activities Office (COQ 107), at the counter outside the
Cashier's Office (DAY 129), Davis Lobby brochure rack, and at the Library.
OTHER ST PETERSBURG CAMPUS IN-HOUSE PUBLICATIONS ARE PRODUCED
PERIODICALLY AS THE NEED OR THE OPPORTUNITY ARISES.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
There are 20 student organizations at USF St. Petersbu~g at the present time.
Involvement in any of these organizations will broaden your college experience.
For information about any of the student organizations listed below, contact the
Activities Office.
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK STUDENTS (ABS)
BAYBORO COMPUTER CLUB (BCC)
BAYBORO GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY (BGS)
BAYBORO UNDERWATER DIVE CLUB
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL
FLYING CLUB
FLORIDA PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP (FPIRG)
KAPPA DELTA PI
MARINE SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE (MSAC)
NURSING STUDENT ASSOCIATION (NSA)
PHI THETA KAPPA ALUMNI CHAPTER
PSI CHI
SAIL CLUB
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM (SCA)
STUDENT ACCOUNTING ORGANIZATION (SAO)
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN (SCEC)
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (SEA)
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
UNITED BAYBORO BUSINESS ASSOCIATION (UBBA)
THE WALL STREET CLUB
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RECREATION PROGRAM
USF St. Petersburg's recreation program is growing by leaps and bounds- literally!
On land or in the water, on a team or as an individual, you are certain to find a
recreational activity to suit your pleasure.
In addition to the swimming pool, the Campus Activities Center and the Campus
Fitness Center described elsewhere in this Handbook, we have a Game Room in the
South Lounge of "B" Building (SPB), where billiard tables, foosball, darts and ping
pong are available free of charge:
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT is available for free check-out at the Activities Office
(COQ 102). Items include watercraft (sailboats and canoes). badminton equipment,
tennis rackets, flag football, soccer b alls, volleyballs, basketballs, golf clubs and tents.
Low-cost, special interest, RECREATION-ORIENTED MINI-COURSES offered on a
regular basis include CPR, American Red Cross First Aid, Lifeguard Training,
Beginning Swimming, Aqua-Aerobics, Basic Sailing, Scuba Diving, Seamanship,
Aerobics, and Yoga. For more information and advance registration, please contact
the Activities Office. Other mi ni -courses may be added if there is sufficient
interest.
* * * * * * * * * * * *

Members of the USF community who are qualified skippers may use an assortment
of WATERCRAFT. The USF St. Petersburg Campus fleet consists of a CAL 20, a
Catalina 22, a Rainbow 24, a Ranger 26, and three Lasers. Two canoes also are
available. The boats are available free of charge. To be placed on the approved
skippers list for WATERCRAFT, you must pass written and skill tests for each boat.
Written tests may be taken in the tests are by- appointment only. Skippers must
provide proof of insurance.
WATERCRAFT headquarters harborside at HANEY LANDING, just to the south
and west of Coquina Hall.
·
* * * * * * * * * * * *

USF St. Petersburg students can participate in the FLYING CLUB and the SAILING
CLUB. Additionally, there are TEAM SPORTS CLUBS in basketball (Suncoast
Collegiate Conference), Flag Football (City League), Softball (City League) and Soccer
(Suncoast League).
Additional men's and women's team SPORTS CLUBS may be organized on request
with sufficient interest.
* * * * * * * * * * * *

For further information about these (and other) recreational programs and
activities, stop by or call the Activities Office (COQ 102, 893-9596) or the Recreation
Office ( COQ 107, 893-9597).
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CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER
CAC
(NORTHEAST CORNER OF 2ND STREET AND 6TH A VENUE SOUTH)
HOURS: 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Monday -Thursday
7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Friday
9:00a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Saturday
1:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m. Sunday
TELEPHONE: 893-9110

THE CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER (CAC), funded from the Capital Improvement
Trust Fund, a reserve of tuition money generated by student activities fees, opened
just this past January, 1990.
The CAC is a multi-purpose facility designed to accommodate a variety of
recreational, cultural and educational events. The $2.1 million project houses a
gymnasium that doubles as an auditorium able to seat 1,450 people. The building
also contains a Fitness Center, locker rooms and a kitchen.

In this friendly and cheerful setting, members of the campus community will promote well ness and
well- being through a host of activities:
Lectures
Concerts
Expositions
Performances

Basketball
Volleyball
Badminton
Aerobics
. . ... and more!

USF students, faculty and staff with a valid ID card are eligible to use, free of charge,
the CAC and the Fitness Center herein. For your protection and safety, you are
asked to check in at the main entry to the building. For information concerning
CAC policies and user fees for individuals and groups other than members of the
campus commnity, stop by or call the CAC any time during the hours listed above.
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CAMPUS FITNESS CENTER
IN THE CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER
(northeast corner of intersection of 2nd Street and 6th Avenue South)
Hours: 7:00a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Monday - Thursday
7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Friday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Saturday
1:00 p.m.-5:00p.m. Sunday
TELEPHONE: 893-9111

If you want to have fun and be fit, why not hike across the street to the Campus
Fitness Center, which is located within the Campus Activities Center.

Students, staff and faculty may work out to their heart's content---absolutely free of
charge!---at the Campus Fitness Center, which boasts weights, dumbells, bicycles, a
Lifestep, and state-of-the-art Nautilus equipment. Student employees trained by
Nautilus experts are always on hand to instruct newcomers in the use of the
equipment and to lend assistance as needed.
The Campus Fitness Center also offers a variety of low-cost mini-courses such as
low-impact aerobics, yoga, stretch and tone, and total body toning. Schedules for
mini-courses vary from term to term, so be sure to check at the front desk in the
Campus Activities Center or at the Fitness Center desk for up-to-date information.
You are encouraged to explore the benefits of race walking and hall walking as well.
Race walking is an exciting alternative to pounding the ground. To learn more
about it, view the video (featuring the Olympic Walking Team) on reserve at the
Library. If you're not in the mood to brave the elements, why not try hall walking?
Just seven and one-half laps around the upper level of Davis Memorial Hall is one
mile. And look at all the interesting people you'll meet on your journey!
Another tidbit of information for sharing: if you iceskate around a regulation ice
hockey rink 15 times, you will have skated one mile!
How would you like to win a Presidential Sports Award in any one of 49 sports? If
you qualify, you'll earn an embroidered emblem, personalized Presidential
certificate, and a shoe pocket for change or keys. All you have to do is participate on
a consistent basis.
For information about all of these
Center.

activities-~-and
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more---call or stop by the Fitness

SWIMMING POOL
COQ
HOURS: 11:00 a.m.- 7 p.m. April - November
(NOTE: Hours will vary according to the season,
weather conditions, semester breaks, and holiday seasons.)
TELEPHONE: 893-9136
The pool is located on the east side of Coquina Hall, just outside the Dining Center.
It is free to members of the USF community and their families or two guests.
(Children must be supervised.) A current, validated ID is required for student
admission.
The Pool Manager is a First Aid and CPR instructor, a lifeguard instructor, and an
instructor trainer. She is assisted by student employees who are certified lifeguards.
The water temperature in the pool is usually 80 degrees. The Solar Blanket used in winter keeps
the wind and cool air out at night. It also magnifies sunlight to heat the water during the day.
Because the solar heater works so well, the pool is open April through November.

You may be interested in having a short swim between classes--- or swimming
laps or just lounging around at leisure. Or, you might want to take advantage of
one or more of the special activities centered around the pool. They include:
.Aquatic Mini-Courses such as
.Basic Swimming and Scuba Diving, among others;
.Lifeguard Training - an excellent opportunity if you are
interested in becoming a lifeguard. This course is ideal for any
student interested in a part-time position at the USF St.
Petersburg pool;
· .Aqua-aerobics - an exciting and refreshing alternative to
indoor exercise;
.Stroke Improvement - ideal for any level of swimming ability;
.Basic and Emergency Water Safety Aid - ideal for people who
have pools, work in an aquatic environment, or as an
introduction to lifeguard training;
.Water Volleyball - a long-standing tradition at USF St.
Petersburg, water volleyball is played Monday
through Friday from noon - 1:00 p.m. Games are open to
students, faculty and staff and other members of the USF
community .
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THESE AND OTHER POOL ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS,
CALL OR STOP BY THE POOL OR THE ACTIVITIES OFFICE.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
DAV 116
HOURS: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday- Friday
(Hours will vary during the finals and holiday seasons)
TELEPHONE: 893-9144
Student Government at USF St. Petersburg plays a very real and highly respected
role in representing student interests and in coordinating the activities of the entire
student body on the campus.
In consultation with key student affairs and academic administrators, Student
Government allocates, regulates and monitors the expenditure of your Activity and
Service fee monies. In addition to the myriad student activities, organizations,
special programs and celebrations funded through your A & S fees to provide
support services for the Office of Financial Aid and Veterans Affairs, the Counseling
and Career Development Center, and the courtesy typewriters in .DAY 256-C and the
courtesy telephone in DAY 107 are funded by your A & S dollars as well.
The officers and members of Student Government at USF St. Petersburg monitor
campus, University, state and national issues and developments that may have
implications for USF students. Student Government sponsors political forums.
It serves as liaison between students and USF faculty and administrators. And it
interacts on a continuing basis with student government officials and members on
USF's campuses in Fort Myers, Sarasota, Tampa and Lakeland in order to enhance
the effectiveness on its representation of students at USF St. Petersburg.
If you would like to find out more about Student Government at USF St. Petersburg
or explore opportunities for your involvement in Student Government, stop by the
SG Office. You 'll find our SG officers and members will be happy to talk with you.
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STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
USF St. Petersburg does not have a student health facility on campus. However, an
Emergency Medical Relief Fund has been established by USF St. Petersburg Student
Government for students enrolled for at least one credit hour on the St. Petersburg
campus who are in need of emergency medical assistance. Individual accident
vict~ms will be reimbursed for the initial Class 1 diagnostic fee from the Bayfront
Medical Center. (This fee is for emergency room admittance ONLY.) Any other
treatment beyond the diagnostic fee is not an admittance of liability by the
University; it is merely a way in which USF St. Petersburg students can try to lend
some support to other students in need. If an ambulance charge is incurred, it too
will be reimbursed by Student Government in an amount up to, but not exceeding,
$100.

To receive reimbursement, the student must notify the Director of Student Affairs,
who in turn will provide Student Government with details and documented
receipts.
IN CASE OF AN ACCIDENT:

1. NOTIFY USF/ST. PETE POLICE IMMEDIATELY (893-9140).
2. SEEK PROPER MEDICAL ATTENTION AT BA YFRONT MEDICAL CENTER, 701
SIXTH STREET SOUTH.
3. TAKE YOUR RECEIPTS TO THE DIRECTOR IF STUDENT AFFAIRS.
4. THE DIRECTOR OF STUDENT AFFAIRS WILL NOTIFY STUDENT
GOVERNMENT.

FIRST AID ROOM
The Student Activities Office maintains a smaii first aid room in Davis Memorial
Hall. The room is available should any student (or other member of the campus
community) need a quiet, secluded area for rest due to illness.
Access to the first aid room may be obtained by calling the Activities Office, 893·9596
or • 9597.
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LEGAL ADVICE
Your STUDENT GOVERNMENT, in cooperation with the Community Law
Program Inc., recently launched a FREE legal advice service. This service, which is
provided on campus, is for legal advisement ONLY, not case work.
The COMMUNITY LAW PROGRAM INC. is staffed by local practicing attorneys.
Appointments must be made through the STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE (8939144).
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STUDENT IDENTIFICATION
Each student is issued a photo identification card the first semester he or she
registers for classes at USF. At USF St. Petersburg this card must be validated by the
Cashier's Office (DAV 129) each semester after registration fees. are paid. The photo
ID should be retained for the length of enrollment at USF. The card is free,
although there is a $5.00 charge to replace the ID.
Your student ID is required:
1) to use the library facilities on all USF campuses; it is the library card.
2) to purchase discount tickets in our Student Activities Office.
3) to check out equipment from our Watercraft/Recreation program.
4) to use the Computer Center lab.
5) to receive discounts at local businesses where applicable.
Should it be necessary for you to have a replacement ID issued, call the Media
Center in the Library (893-9123) for an appointment. The Media Center is open
during the Library's posted hours.
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
As is the case in all complex organizations, the St. Petersburg Campus
operates under a variety of policies and procedures. The central
purpose of these rules is to clarify and systematize successful
processes. In most cases, the rules specify fairness, concern for
universal human dignity, and protection or enhancement of the academic
process.
Although all policies pertain to all members .of the campus
community, several policies are of particular importance for students.
These policies are listed on the following pages, and, in some cases,
are presented in summary form. Should the need arise, full po1icies,
and for that matter, copies of all University rules, are available in
the Office of the Director of Student Affairs, located in DAV 118/119
(893-9162). For advice concerning these policies, contact the
recommended individual or office . . . . .
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ACADEMIC POLICIES
Dishonesty
Academic dishonesty is not tolerated. It is the anathema of academic
integrity and will be dealt with both fairly and severely . Examples of
academic dishonesty include: plagiarism, cheating, and disruption of
academic process.
Persons accused of academic dishonesty are afforded due process.
Factual disputes are resolved through a hearing process. For advice,
consult:
Academic Program Coordinators:
Arts & Sciences -

Dr. Dan Wells
Dr. Darryl Paulson

893-9571
893-9582

Business -

Dr. Nancy Mcintosh

893-9588

Education -

Dr. Winston Bridges

893-9577

Engineering -

Ms. Dolly Gooding

974-3636 (Tampa)

Natural Sciences - Dr. Peter Betzer

893-9130

Nursing

893-9163

- Dr . Charlene Long

Grievances
The best way to resolve a grievance is to discuss it with the faculty or
staff member involved. If this has failed or is impossible to do,
contact the appropriate Academic Program Coordinator (as listed above)
or Administrative Director listed below:
Student Affairs - Dr . Stephen Ritch

893-9162

Admini strative Affairs - Herm Brames

893-9 152

Library

893-9123

- Jackie Shewmaker

Although in most cases these officials will want first to discuss your
grievance verbally, please be prepared to commit your grievance to
writing .
Information concerning the following academic policies and procedures
can be obta ined from your academic adviser (see listing of advisers on
page 12):
Academic Regulations Committee (ARC)

(Also, see p.l6 of this
Handbook)

College Level Academic Skills Program (CLAST)
Coll ege Level Examination Program (CLEP)
Gordon Rule
Fore ign Language Graduation Requirement
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ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES
Misconduct
Students are expected to treat other s with respect and dignity. Free
speech, academic freedom, and personal responsibili ty are cornerstones
of the University experience. Boundaries of behavior necessarily are
quite generous . Most boundaries are best defined.by common decency and
avoidance of actions that impede or restrict another 1 s development.
Not surprisingly, then, the following are examples of student
misconduct:
False information
Misuse of materials
Misuse of ke ys
Misuse of property
Theft
Unauthorized weapons, firearms or explosive devi ces
Disruptive·conduct
Illegal use or possession of drugs
No response to notice . . .
As is the case with accusations or allegations of academic dishonesty,
students accused of misconduct are afforded due process. Compla ints are
addressed either by administrative hearing or by a full inquiry by a
University disciplinary committee . For advice, consult the Director of
Student Affairs, DAV 118/119 (893-9162) .
For information concerning the following administrative policies and
procedures, contact the individual(s) listed:
Equal Opportunity

Dr. Stephen Ritch

893-9162

Alcohol

Dr. Stephen Ritch
"Sudsy 11 Ts ch idere.r

893-9162
893-9596

Sexual Harassment

Dr . Diane McKinstry 893-9129
Dr. Stephen Rit ch
893 - 9162

Drug Policy

893-9162
Dr . Stephen Ritch
Dr. Diane McKinstry 893-9129

AIDS

Dr. Diane McKinstry 893-9129

Student Organizations

"Sudsy" Tschiderer

893-9596

Use of Facilities

Dr. Stephen Ritch
Mr. Herm Brames

893-9162
893-9152

Dr. Stephen Ritch
Mary Beckett

893-9162
893 -91 42

Student Records and
Retention
Emergency

Dr. Stephen Ritch
893-9162
USF Police
893-9140
(Also, see p . 23 of this Handbook)
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NOTARIES
You may have occasion to require the services of a notary in the course of
completing certain University-related forms. Notaries are available to assist you,
free of charge, in the Dean's Office (DAV 135), the Office of Admissions and Records
(DA V 126), the Cashier's Office (DA V 129), the Office of Financial Aid (DA V 114),
and the Office of the Director of Student Affairs (DA V 118).
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Academic Calendar
SPRING TERM, 1991
January 7
January 11
January 11
January 11
January 11
January 21
January 25
February 1
February 23
March 8
March 18-22
April 19
April 20-26
April 27
April 28
April 29
April 30

Monday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Friday
Saturday
Friday
Monday-Friday
Friday
Saturday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Classes begin
Last day to withdraw/drop and receive full refund of registration fee
Last day to add courses
Last day for late registration
Last day to pay fees
Hartin Luther King Holiday
CLAST registration deadline
Graduation and A.A. Degree Application Deadline
CLAST Administration Day
Las~ day to drop or withdraw from courses without academic penalty
Sprtng Semester Break
Classes End
Final Examinations
Commencement (Tarrpa>
Commencement (St. Petersburg)
Commencement (ft. Myers)
Commencement (Sarasota)

SUMMER TERM, 1991
SESSION A
(First Seven-week Session)
January 2

Wednesday

March 11
March 11
Hay 3
Hay 6
Hay 10
Hay 10
Hay 10
Hay 10
Hay 27
Hay 31
Hay 31
June 1
June 21

Monday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Friday
Saturday
Friday

Last day for international applicants to apply for admission and submit all
required credentials and supporting documents
Last day to apply for admission (except for international applicants)
Former Student Returning Application Deadline
CLAST Registration Deadline
Classes Begin
Last day to withdraw/drop and receive full refund of registration fees
Last day to add courses
Last day for late registration
Last day to pay fees
Memorial Day Holiday
Last day to drop or withdraw from courses without academic penalty
Graduatton and A.A. Degree Application Deadline
CLAST Administration Day
Last day of classes

SESSIONB
(Second Seven-week Session)
January 2

Wednesday

March 11
March 11
Hay 31
June 24
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
July 4
July 19
August 9

Monday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Thursday
Friday
Friday

Last day for international applicants to apply for admission and submit all
required credentials and supporting documents
Former Student Returning Application Deadline
Last day to apply for admission (except for international applicants
Graduatton and A.A. Degree Application Deadline
Classes begin
Last day to withdraw/drop and receive full refund of registration fees
Last day to add courses
Last day for late registration
Last day to pay fees
Independence Day Holiday
Last day to drop or withdraw from courses without academic penalty
Last day of classes

SESSION C
(Ten-week Session)
January 2

Wednesday

March 11
March 11
Hay 3
Hay 6
Hay 10
Hay 10
Hay 10
Hay 10
Hay 27
Hay 31
June 1
June 14
July 4
July 12

Monday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Saturday
Friday
Thursday
Friday

Last day for international applicants to apply for admission and submit all
required credentials and supporting documents
Last day to apply for admission (except for international applicants)
Former Student Returning application Deadline
CLAST Registration Deadline
Classes begin
Last day to withdraw/drop and receive full refund of registration fees
Last day to add courses
Last day for late registration
Last day to pay fees
Memorial Day Holiday
Graduation and A.A. Degree Application Deadline
CLAST Administration Day
Last day to drop or withdraw from courses without Academic Penalty
Independence Day Holiday
Last day of classes
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